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-ck 
/k/ at the end of a short word 

following a short vowel 

kick          back          puck          neck         crack 
 
splick        drack        gruck         smeck       hock 
 
snuck        slack         peck          rock         smock 

Skill Development (From the words above) 

1.  Circle the verbs (something you can do). 
 
2.  Box the words that rhyme with black. 
 
3.  Define or illustrate 3 different meanings for the 

word “rock”. 

rock 
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-ck Spelling Practice 

Quick Practice (add the /k/ sound to the end): 
 
mil_____     bri_____    slu_____     bar_____   sti_____ 
 
sin______    ba_____   bas_____   hun_____  pin_____ 

Skill Development (Create a sentence using at least two of 
the words above, then send out the COPS) 

____________________________________ 
 
____________________________________ 
 
____________________________________ 
 
____________________________________ 

If a consonant or long vowel sound comes before 
the /k/ sound it should be spelled with a -k 

Capitals 

Organized 

Punctuation 

Spelling 

How would we add a suffix to these words? 
 
kick + ing = _____________   pack + ed=______________ 
 
rock + s = _______________   smock + s = _____________ 
 
brick + s = _______________  stick + ing = _____________ 
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-ck Connected Text 
Find the “ck” words in the sentences. 

1. Jim likes kicking the ball. 
 
2. Kim has to pull her hair back. 
 
3. Ben picks up the ball. 
 
4. Luckily for him, his team cuts him some 
slack. 
 
5. Ben likes to play with Jim and Kim, but if he 
could pick, he would play something else. 
•  What sport do you think the kids are playing?

__________________________________________________________ 
 
•  What does “cut him some slack” mean?

__________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________ 
 
•  Why might Ben have picked up the ball?

__________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________ 

•  What sport do you think Ben likes to play?
__________________________________________________________ 
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Lesson 1  
Introduction to –ck Spelling 

Materials:  
•  Whiteboard with colored 

magnets 
•  Sound deck cards 

(consonants, digraphs, short 
vowels) for Part 1 

•  Blocks for Phonemic 
Awareness 

 
Workbook Pages:  
Rule Introduction: Intro & -ck 
 
Review Material:  
Practice reading closed syllables 

Session Goals:  
•  To continue to form a 

relationship with the student(s) 
•  Practice marking short vowels 

with a breve 
•  -ck Spelling Rule 
 
Session Homework: 
 
1.  Any incomplete Skill 

Development activities 
2.  -ck Spelling practice page  
 

1. Lesson Introduction 
 
Complete the Sound Drill with Sound Deck 
 
Game Suggestion: Crazy Short Vowels 
 
If you choose not to do a game, you can review the following word list instead. 
 
Review Nonsense Word List (To Build or Write on a Whiteboard): 
 

crasp grup thimp shob 

drump chib frem wux 

quig brond plun shan 

yib glat pamp sleb 
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2. Syllable Type Review 
 
What is a syllable?  
 
[A word or part of a word with one vowel sound].  
 
Remember, we have six different types of syllables that make up our words. 
Knowing the type of syllable will help us with reading and spelling.  
 
Can you build me a closed syllable? 
 
Can you build me an open syllable? 
 
How about a Magic E syllable? 
 
We also have R-Controlled (or Bossy R) syllables, vowel team syllables, and 
consonant –LE syllables which we will talk more about later. 
 
Right now, we are focusing on closed syllables. Remember, closed syllables have 
ONE vowel and are closed in by a consonant (except Y, W, or R). 
 
Whenever we have a closed syllable, the vowel sound is short. Does anyone 
remember the short vowel sounds? 
 
A – /a/ as in apple. 
 
E – /e/ as in edge. 
 
I - /i/ as in itch. 
 
O - /o/ as in otter. 

U - /u/ as in up. 
 
Make sure to remind students while showing the vowel sound cards along with 
the hand motion to truly tie that visual and auditory connection to the sound 
deck card. Also make sure to say the Letter Name, then the letter sound, and 
finally the verbal cue. As soon as possible to want to be able to drop the verbal 
cue word so you need to make it as easy as possible on your students to 
complete the sound drill without the cue once they are ready. 
 
Practice mouth positioning with a mirror for added practice on feeling and 
recognizing the positioning. 
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3. Phonogram Introduction  
 

Final –ck 
 
\We use –ck at the end of a single-syllable word (short word) following a short vowel.  
 
What is a short vowel? [When the vowel does not say it’s name but says /a/ - apple, /e/ - 
elephant, /i/ - igloo, /o/ - octopus, /u/ - umbrella.] 
 
Let’s practice. Have the student write the letters ck while saying “c, k, says /k/ on each of 
the three lines. Try to follow the I do, We do, You Do pattern as much as is appropriate. 
 
It is important that students vocalize the letters while writing them because this is a key 
component of the multi-sensory nature of Structured Literacy. Even if the student feels 
silly, ask them to trust you – performing the task in this way is building new neural 
pathways (brain connections) to support retention. 
 
Now we are going to look at the –ck pattern. Go ahead and mark each of your vowels. 
Once you are done marking your words we will read each of them.  
 
You can consider letting the student pick a highlighter to mark each vowel because 
sometimes it is slightly more engaging. They can then use their pencil to mark each with 
a breve. 
 
Now let’s brainstorm words with the –ck pattern.  
 
Use the three lines at the bottom to brainstorm more words that follow this pattern rule. 
This is a good word finding task as many dyslexic students struggle with this. If they can’t 
think of any you can give them clues to try and help them. For example, “I’m thinking of 
a vehicle you drive when you need to carry a big load” – truck. 
 
Pick two or three of the skill development activities to complete based on your 
assessment of student need or discuss an example of each and send home for home 
practice. 
 
Dictate the words: milk, brick, sluck, bark, stick, sink, back, bask, hunk, pink for the 
student to add the appropriate final k ending. Point out other examples that do not use –
ck (e.g., like, creek) and discuss why they don’t use –ck (e.g., Magic E syllable and more 
than one vowel). 
 
Have the student complete the development activity and suffix activity. 
 
Optional: Now we are going to read a short passage broken up into sentences using the 
‘ck’ pattern we just discussed.  
 
If the student is older or advanced you will skip this activity and progress to a higher level 
reading task. 
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4. Red Word Instruction 
 
Utilize the flashcard method or the Red Word pages and the grid to complete 
Red Word (Learned Words) practice at the reading and spelling level. While you 
can practice these words in isolation it’s helpful to only use the words that come 
up as an issue in connected text reading and/or spelling. 
 
5. Phonological Awareness 
 
Utilize the activities and words on the next page to complete the phonological 
awareness drill. Some students need extra practice with phonological awareness. 
It is recommended that you complete the Phonological Awareness Progress 
Monitoring Assessment to determine if there are any specific areas of difficulty for 
your students. If your students have specific skill gaps, you can use the 
Phonological Awareness Additional Activities. Pick skills and activities specific to 
your students areas of need. 
 
6. Auditory Drill 
 
Utilize the activities on the next page to complete the auditory drill. When you 
are looking for multiple responses you should cue the student for how many 
options they may have (e.g., write down 3 ways to spell the /k/ sound.) 
 
You can have the student write on a whiteboard or on the auditory drill, spelling, 
and dictation student workbook page. 
 
 
7. Spelling & Dictation 
 
For the spelling activity, pick six review words based on identified student need. 
You will want to choose based on the patterns of difficulty your student(s) display. 
This is why strong notes within sessions are important. If you have a student that 
consistently displays difficulty with e/i vowels you will want to choose the most 
applicable words. You don’t have to use words from this list, it is simply a guide. 
 
Next, pick six new words from List A, B, or C depending on student ability.  
 
Finally, choose three sentences for dictation. Make sure to have the student self-
edit using the COPS framework.  
 
They may or may not be able to self-correct spelling errors but the goal is that 
they can begin to identify potentially misspelled words by underlining them. 
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Phonological Awareness, Spelling & Dictation List “ck” 

List A 
 

back 
lack 
neck 
peck 
stick 
brick 
lock 
sock 
stuck 
cluck 

 

List B 
 

crack 
slack 
rocks 
chicks 
clock 
trick 

snacks 
kicking 
bricks 
trucks 

 

List C 
 

quack 
track 
thick 
think 
milk 

locking 
checks 
wreck 
struck 
strike 

  
 
  
Sentence Dictation:                  Syllabication: None 
 
A1. Sam went back up the hill.      
A2. The lock was stuck. 
A3. The brick was not red, it was black. 
 
B1. The chicks like to snack.                 
B2. The trucks were stuck in the thick mud.       
B3. The clock did not say “tick tock”. 
 
C1. I think the milk looks too thick. 
C2. The duck did not want to quack. 
C3. He was a wreck on the track.  
 

Auditory Drill (What says):      i e u a o 

ch th z p qu 

Review Words 
 

chip 
brunch 

split 
slip 

grab 
drab 
lost 

punch 
dump 

chomp 
 

Say “sack” [sack]. How many syllables in sack? [1]. Build me the sounds 
in ‘sack’ [/s/ /a/ /k/]. Change the /s/ in sack to /l/. What’s the new 
word? Say “lack” [lack]. Tell me the sound in ‘lack’ [/l/ /a/ /k/]. Add a  
/b/ sound to the beginning of ‘lack’. What’s the new word? Say 
“black” [black]. Tell me the sounds in ‘black’ [/b/ /l/ /a/ /k/]. Change 
the /b/ in black to /s/. What’s the new word? [slack]. 



k 

k k k k 

ck ck ck 

ck 

k 

kicking 

rocks 

bricks 

packed 

smocks 

sticking 

Soccer 

Give him a break/pass this time 

He didn’t know the rules, hadn’t 
played before 

Maybe football, rugby, kickball 

stone 

move back 
and forth 

jam to music 

ck ck ck 

Note:  
 
You may choose to pick specific 
skill development activities to 
complete in session based on 
student needs. 
 
You can send the remaining 
home for home practice. 
 
Skill Development 1 – Syntax 
Skill Development 2 – Phonological  

                    Awareness 
Skill Development 3 – Vocabulary 
 
Connected Text Skill Practice - Inferring 

Answer Keys 
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grab slit fresh

scrap trap fish

brush primp hush

spot this that

chin when munch

trap drench lots

bench trip plot

Review
Word List
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fleck clock speck

truck back duck

snuck tack trick

tuck sock shack

chick check brick

crack track wick

lack slack black

ck
Word List
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srack chack whuck

yick trock gruck

brack spreck snick

thock bruck preck

zick prock splock

splack drock freck

plack thruck plick

ck
Nonsense Word List
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ck Words
Spelling Practice

If a consonant, long vowel sound, or vowel 

team comes before the /k/ sound in a short 

word we will use k and not –ck.

Decide how to spell these words by adding the /k/ 

sound to the end.

qua____ snea_____ fli_______ du_____ lo____

par____ ta_____ cree____ wee____       drin___

boo____ so_____ wre_____ ca__e ban____

Word One Vowel Is the /k/ sound 

touching the 

vowel?

Use ck? Spell it

milk Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No

slak Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No

pink Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No

flake Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No

squeak Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No

flek Yes    No Yes    No Yes    No
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clock truck black

duck trick check

lack slack sock

ck Application
Practice Activities

Directions: Highlight the ck in the following words, then fill in the blanks 
below using these words.

There was a ___________________ in the sidewalk.

The _____________________ says that it is 2:35. 

On Halloween, we always yell “__________________ or 

treat!” 

My dad drives an old, red _____________________. 

The food was so burnt it was _______________________.
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ck Spelling List A
Directions: Choose two of the spelling words from this 

week and write a story. It must be at least 3 sentences 

long and can be as silly or as serious as you would 
like. Use your COPS strategy to edit it. 

back lack 

neck peck

stick brick

lock sock

stuck cluck

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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ck Spelling List B
Directions: Choose two of the spelling words from this 

week and write a story. It must be at least 3 sentences 

long and can be as silly or as serious as you would 
like. Use your COPS strategy to edit it. 

crack slack

rocks chicks

clock trick

snacks kicking

bricks trucks

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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ck Spelling List C
Directions: Choose two of the spelling words from this 

week and write a story. It must be at least 3 sentences 

long and can be as silly or as serious as you would 
like. Use your COPS strategy to edit it. 

quack track

thick think

milk locking

checks wreck

struck strike

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
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-ck Writing Skills Development (Instructor Version)

Spelling Word List Practice

Kick Truck Duck Smack Buck

Flick Puck Black Huck Rock

Word Sort

Noun 

(Person, Place, Thing)

Verb 

(Action Word)

Adjective 

(Describing Word)

Truck Kick Black

Duck Smack Rock

Puck Huck

Buck Flick

Sentence Building:

Pick a noun, verb, and adjective from above.

Expand the idea.

Put it together.

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

C O P S

Noun 

(Person, Place, Thing)

Verb 

(Action Word)

Adjective 

(Describing Word)

Truck Kick Black

Who/what Did what Why/When/How

The little boy kicked the black truck
because he was 

angry



-ck Writing Skills Development

Spelling Word List Practice

Word Sort

Noun 

(Person, Place, Thing)

Verb 

(Action Word)

Adjective 

(Describing Word)

Sentence Building:

Pick a noun, verb, and adjective from above.

Expand the idea.

Put it together.

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

C O P S

Noun 

(Person, Place, Thing)

Verb 

(Action Word)

Adjective 

(Describing Word)

Who/what Did what Why/When/How



-ck Writing Skills Development

Sentence Combining:

Pick the transition/conjunction:

Put it together.

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

C O P S

Composition Brainstorm:

Characters: ________________________________________________________

Setting: ____________________________________________________________

Problem: ___________________________________________________________

Solution: ___________________________________________________________

Composition Organization:

Sentence #1 Sentence #2

The duck crossed the road.
The duck was nearly hit by a 

truck.

for and nor but or yet so

Introduction 

to Characters 

& Setting

Rise to the 

Problem
Problem

Rise to the 

Solution
Solution



The Duck’s Bad Day
By: ______________________ Date: ___________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

C O P S



Some kids

in our class

like to play sports.

There are 

a lot of sports

you can play. 

Some kids

like team sports

that you can play

with your friends.

other kids

like sports

that you can do

by yourself.

2

5

9

11

15

18

20

23

27

30

32

34

38

40

Sentence Phrasing Fluency – L1
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Some kids in our class like to play sports. 

There are a lot of sports you can play. Some 

kids like team sports that you can play with your 

friends. Other kids like sports that you do by 

yourself. Some sports like swimming and track 

are sports you can do by yourself and still be on 

a team.

Lots of sports are played with a ball. You 

can kick the ball, throw the ball, or catch the 

ball. Some sports like football let you do lots of 

things with the ball and other sports like soccer 

only let you kick the ball. Some sports have 

things that look like sticks like hockey and 

baseball.

9

19

29

38

45

55

57

66

76

86

95

104

112

113

Picture it:

Title it:

Passage Fluency – L1 Nonfiction
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What is this passage primarily about? 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Sequencing

Draw a picture to show what happened in the beginning, middle, and the 
end of the passage.

Inferring

Why might some kids like to do sports by themselves? ______________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Direct Recall

Which support only lets you kick the ball?

football hockey soccer swimming baseball

Vocabulary

A ball is a that

It’s kind of like: but not like:

CATEGORY/PART OF SPEECH FUNCTION

SYNONYM ANTONYM OR SHADE OF 

MEANING

Main Idea
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Jack was a star athlete. Everyone loved Jack. 

He was the captain of the soccer team and 

played competitively. He was extremely good at 

ball-handling and scored at least two goals every 

game. He often showed off for the fans doing 

rainbow kicks and fancy footwork. 

Everyone assumed Jack’s life was perfect. 

Jack didn’t feel that way – during the school day 

he often felt stuck. Teachers would ask why he 

was slacking off in class. The truth was, Jack 

wasn’t slacking, he was working really hard. He 

often felt fed up with his homework because he 

just couldn’t solve the problems no matter how 

hard he tried. So he would often set down his 

homework and pick up his soccer ball.

8

17

24

33

42

47

53

62

71

80

88

97

105

115

122

Title it: _________________________________________________

8

Passage Fluency – L1 Fiction
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What’s the take home point in this passage? 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Annotation - Sequencing

Write down your key annotations from each paragraph. Use the first box for 
the first paragraph and the second box for the second paragraph.

Inferring

Why might Jack feel frustrated in the classroom and with his homework? 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Direct Recall

How does Jack show off in soccer? ______________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Vocabulary

Slacking is a that

It’s kind of like: but not like:

CATEGORY/PART OF SPEECH FUNCTION

SYNONYM ANTONYM

Main Idea
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Suffix -s

Skill Development (From the words above)

1. Circle the nouns.

2. Box the verbs.

3. Can words be both nouns and verbs? _____________________

We add a suffix to the _________________ of a word to 

change the meaning.

We use suffix –s to make nouns plural and 

to conjugate our verb.

___________ ___________ ___________

© Ascend – SMARTER Intervention

frogs locks stops

mugs drinks sticks

s

Pick a noun or verb to write below. How does the meaning change when you add the suffix?

Circle the suffix –s then read the following words.



bats rots lags

plops bricks ticks

tucks socks locks

springs snacks plots

frogs pops rods

sticks lacks checks

mocks tracks trucks

Suffix -s
Word List
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mop______ snap______ drop______

brick______ drink______ rest______

spend______ think______ log______

Suffix –s
Practice Activities

Directions: Add “s” to the following words, then fill in the blanks below using 

these words.

My mom__________________________ the floor on 

Sundays.

The house was made of ___________________________.

We had many different kinds of __________________ to 

pick from.

The boy ________________________ before his game.

The frogs like to swim by the _______________________.
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Suffix –s
Sentence Phrasing

Directions: Circle the suffix “s” in each of the sentences. Highlight or 

underline the subject (who/what) in red and the predicate (did what) in 
blue. 

The frogs will jump on the log.

We will have our drinks in mugs.

The sticks were long and strong.

Jen will stop next to the vans.

I will kick the ball.

Directions: Correct the sentences below.

The dog smell bad.

_______________________________________________

I have three cat at home.

_______________________________________________
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Suffix -s
Find and circle the suffix in the following sentences.

1. Jim calls his mom. 

2. Jim makes lots of calls.

In the first sentence is call a noun or a verb? _____________

How about in the second sentence? ____________________

Suffix –s means different things because 

these are two different types of speech.

Find and circle the suffix in the following sentences.

3. The balls are all red. Noun or Verb Suffix?

4. He falls down all the time.  Noun or Verb Suffix?

5. She locks the door.  Noun or Verb Suffix?

6. We saw a bunch of locks.  Noun or Verb Suffix?
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